


Infinite Hips 
Think of an infinity sign. We're going to draw loops 

with our hips and connect them with a twist. Simply 

imagine you're standing on a piece of paper and you 

have pens on your hips that are really long! These pens 

draw on the floor when you move your hips. When you 

twist each hip, you draw a loop, and the movement of 

both hips creates a figure 8. 

Bump the Hips to Bump up the Heart 
Rate 
4 hips is a fun way to travel. Start by walking sideways. 

Open the right leg and then catch up with the left. In 

4 hips we step open and catch-up right-left, right-left, 

right-left, and then pause to change direction on the 

right. On the left we step left-right, left-right, left-right, 

and pause to change direction to the right. To make it 

bellydance, each time you open the leg in that direc

tion, bump that same hip. You will bump the hip 4 

times while taking a total of 7 steps before changing 

sides. 

If you can 
march in place ... 

you can belly 
dance! 

Hip Lift and Hip Drop 
Stand in pretty stance with all your weight on the back 

leg with a soft knee. Use your oblique (side of the ab

dominals at waist) to lift your hip up toward the armpit 

accenting the upward movement of the hip. Be sure to 

let the oblique do the action and not the leg and hip. 

The hip drop comes from the same muscle but the 

accent of the hip is down. To keep everything in align

ment make sure that the opposite buttock is tight so 

that the opposite hip doesn't move. 

Serpentine Style 
Fluid upper body movements are bewitching and en

trancing, but easy enough that anyone can do them. 

With snake arms, lift your arms out to the side (not 

behind you). Lift one elbow at a time. Let that motion 

ripple through your relaxed arms and hands. 

Rolls, Waves, and Ripples 
Bellydancing contains a wealth of curvaceous, extrav

agant movements. One aspect of bellydancing that 

has become more prominent in popular culture is 

body waves (what we call undulations). The basic un

dulation goes from chest to hips. The chest moves for

ward while the hips go back. As you change to the hips 

going forward and the chest going back, you deeply 

engage the abdomen. These moves also turn into trav

eling steps and intricate isolated abdominal rolls. 

Now you've got it! 
Congrats, you've learned the basic moves of belly

dance! These moves might be challenging at first, but 

the more you practice, the easier and more fluid they 

will become. 

Practice along with the included video, or practice on 

your own to your favorite music. The SharQui song in

cluded in this beginner's bundle is the perfect tempo 

for a vigorous practice session and workout. 

Next Steps 
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